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FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANER FOR COVID-19  
 

SUGGESTED PROTOCOL (to be used in conjunction with attached notes)  
 

1. Before you leave for work ask “Do I have a scratchy/sore throat, shortness of breath, dry cough, fever, 
tiredness? If so, call and come in for a swab. Stay home, wait for results.  

 

2. When you arrive at work, a member of staff will recheck and maybe take your temperature. If high, 
attend for a swab then go home to await results. 

 

3. Prior to every session, stand in front of a trained colleague who will time your correct use and method 
for hand hygiene (HH) with alcohol based handrub (ABHR). 

 

4. You will be using contact and droplet precautions – the PPE and order will be demonstrated to you and 
you will be asked to repeat back. You must adhere to this order – HH, apron, face shield then gloves.  

 

5. You change gloves every room but leave the rest on. You start in the eating area if present, then admin, 
consulting rooms then treatment room then isolation room and toilets last, changing gloves between 
rooms. Place general waste bags in corridor for collection but do not handle clinical waste/sharps bins.   

 

6. At end of the session, remove PPE in following order - gloves then apron then face shield if used then 
wash hands. If you wear a uniform, place in a laundry bag or rinse and hang to dry overnight.   

 

7. You will be provided with a list of areas and surfaces within each area to clean and the order to clean 
them in as well as what equipment and products to use, how to dilute them and clean used items. Note 
we do not use sprays and we empty and dry upside down all detergent and disinfectant bottles used. 
You may also be asked to disinfect certain surfaces with an approved disinfectant.   

 

8. For the floors you will be provided with two buckets and four mops if you are required to disinfect the 
hard floors (not essential but many do). We always clean before disinfecting therefore you have a 
bucket to make up your detergent and another for your disinfectant. Because you need a dry mop each 
day, you may need a second mop if the one you left to dry the previous day is not dry. No vacuuming is 
to be performed until 48 hours after use. All hard floors are cleaned and disinfected by damp mopping. 

 

9. Many practices are not using a tea room as staff may be bringing a thermos and food to have in their 
car during breaks. If the tearoom is used, then clean that first. Do dishes first and cover with clean t 
towel to drain / dry if no dishwasher is available. Clean the benches, sinks, table and switches/buttons 
with detergent and fresh piece of paper towel as needed. Remove gloves then wash hands. 

 

10. Do one room at a time including its floor. You may be asked to clean then disinfect benches, sinks, 
couches. Clean first with paper towel and dilute detergent that you have made up yourself that day into 
a clean dry pour bottle (no sprays). After cleaning, disinfect with bleach or other also made up daily into 
another bottle. When using the disinfectant, leave the surface wet to act. Do not wipe off. 

 

11. You will also be asked to clean and disinfect toilets and their floors which are done at the end. Clean 
first with detergent the following surfaces before you do the floors - benches, sinks (leave sinks dry) 
then high touch surfaces such as taps/toilet button/handles/soap dispenser pumps then cistern, lid, 
seat and bowl lastly. Then disinfect in same order to leave surfaces wet. Clean then disinfect floor. 

Prepared initially for Gippsland PHN and updated on April 15 th 2020 by Margaret Jennings,  
Microbiologist and Infection Control Consultant/Educator to General Practice 
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NOTES TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS PROTOCOL 
CLEANING 

• All high touch surfaces are cleaned then disinfected as a 2 step process in your cleaning duty. They will have 
been spot cleaned and disinfected between patients during the day so cleaning is low risk.  

• Make up detergent fresh each day for both surface cleaning and for the floors. 

• Use paper towel only to clean. (no cloths unless you can use a fresh one per room and access a laundry) 

• Wear gloves, plastic disposable apron. Masks are not essential but you may ask for one/session. Or you may 
use a face shield which can be cleaned and left on site. 

• If making up bleach for disinfecting, you need 1000 ppm available chlorine to be applied and left wet to dry. It 
is made up daily in cold water then discarded and the bottle washed and drained overnight. If your bleach is 
labelled 5%, then to make up a 500 ml bottle to disinfect surfaces you would add 10 mls of this bleach to 500 
mls of cold water  -wait a few minutes before use. To make up 5 litres for the floor after it has been washed 
with detergent, add 100 mls of 5% bleach to the 5 litres of cold water then wait a few minutes before use.    

• Leave a freshly made bottle of both detergent and disinfectant in cleaned bottles for staff to use if required.  

• Use one bucket and mop for cleaning and a second set for disinfecting. You may need 4 mops if they don’t dry 
overnight because you can only use dry mops. Clean, rinse and dry the bucket after.  

• To clean your mop, squeeze and rinse in dirty bucket a couple of times, pour off slowly into sluice, refill with 
clean warm water and detergent, repeat squeeze and release a couple of times. Empty. Now hot rinse under 
sluice tap or use bucket of hot water to do this 3-4 times. Squeeze as best you can and hang to dry. If you 
have detachable mopheads these go with scrubs for laundering daily 

  Tips 
- No food or drink in any area – keep your food/drink in your car or outside  
- If you feel your work is putting you or your family at risk, talk as often as you need to your manager as 

well as read these notes. There are other staff who feel like you and your safe practices are critical.   
 

If you are asked to manually wash staff scrubs / washable gowns you need three buckets and a sink then,  

• Put on a plastic apron and disposable gloves 

• fill a large bucket with hot water and detergent, place all gowns, leave for 10 minutes 
(this disperses droplets in the solution and allows detergent to damage any virus present – very low risk) 

• wring out each gown slowly to sink to reduce splash and place in next bucket of hot water for 10 
minutes. Wring out and place in next bucket of hot water and repeat 

• wring out gowns after second rinse and hang on hangers in covered area to drip dry 

• store clean 
Two further options to consider but neither essential 

1. Use a hot iron on drying gown (this speeds up drying and makes them more presentable  
2. The second rinse is 1000 ppm bleach for 10 minutes before rinsing (dilute 5% bleach to 0.1%)     

 

 HAND HYGIENE (HH), HAND CARE AND GLOVE USE 

• Alcohol based handrub (ABHR) damages the surface of the virus. To use it correctly, ask a staff member to 
show you the correct volume and technique that means you rub for long enough so it is still wet at 20 
seconds. Don’t put gloves on until hands are dry at 25 seconds.  

• Soap (a detergent) is good at removing soil which contains microorganisms from a surface including 
hands and may disrupt the viral envelope if it can access it through organic matter. Its real benefit is when 
you rub your hands with soap to remove the soiling. 

• Soap is used to wash hands after using or cleaning the toilet and before eating/drinking.   

• For those who believe skin damage is worse with ABHR than soap, the evidence shows the opposite. 
Ensure you use a handcream 2-4 times each day 

• The following compromise HH - fake nails, polish, chipped nails, rough skin, hand jewellery (a 
plain band only if you can’t get it off).  


